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GAME INFO 
Game Name: John Daly Spin It And Win It 
GameID: JohnDalySlot / JohnDalySlot88 
Release Date: 3rd February 2022 

 

John Daly Spin It And Win It brings the loud, colourful and unpredictably exciting character 
of John Daly to life in the form of a feature-packed, 5-reel 3-row video slot.  
 
This is a high-volatility 243-ways game that provides three compelling base game modifying 
features, three uniquely exciting bonus features, and a win potential of over 22,000x.  
 
The base game modifier features are random wilds, a unique walking wild that go move left 
or right each re-spin, and an expanding wins feature. 
 
The bonus features including free spins (with win multipliers, sticky wilds and retriggers), 
‘Sticky Balls’ (a cash prize collection game with win multipliers and retriggers), and the 
unique ‘John Daly’s Big Hit’, which is a Hail Mary experience where the great man whacks a 
ball into the heavens, and the player watches their win multiplier increase while the ball 
flies through the air, before it drops back down to the green. 
 
In addition, players can opt to buy all six of the individual base game and bonus features, 
and buy to trigger the bonus, options that make this truly a game that delivers exactly what 
players want. 
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MATH 
Layout: 5x3 Ways: 243 Pay order: Left to Right RTP: 94.78% and 88.05% 
Volatility: Very high Min. Bet: 0.10 Max. Bet: 100.00 

GRAPHICS 
Aspect Ratio: 16:9, responsive. 

Theme: The famous American golfer and PGA winner, John Daly, takes you on a fun-packed golfing 
experience. 

Keywords: John Daly, Golf, colourful, action-packed. 

FEATURES  

● 3 base game features 

● 3 bonus features 

● Buy all features options 

LANGUAGES & CURRENCIES  

The full list of supported languages and currencies is available from the client area of our 
website (https://www.spearheadstudios.com/clients-area/) in the ‘OTHER’ section.  
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